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Foreword
Our second annual UAE
Female Leaders Outlook
again finds that female
executives in the United
Arab Emirates (UAE) are
not only acutely aware
of existing business
challenges and shifting
business priorities, but
they also are prepared to
tackle them head on.

Around the globe, we see environmental, social,
political and technological developments significantly
influencing multiple aspects of public and private life.
Stakeholders increasingly expect more personalized,
innovation-driven experiences and services.
Accordingly, new technologies continue to redefine
business models, ensuring that a ‘business as usual’
approach is not an option.
Our 2019 report offers insight into how local female
business leaders operating in this volatile and
uncertain environment view corporate leadership,
where they focus their attention, and what
motivates them. This survey shows that UAE-based
female executives have clearly defined objectives
for their companies and are keenly aware of present
and future challenges.
Throughout this document, significant differences
between global and local findings will be highlighted,
as will comparisons with last year’s edition of
the UAE report. Where relevant, we also contrast
findings from the 2019 CEO Outlook – UAE, whose
participants were predominantly male (94%), thus
providing additional comparative insights.
We hope you enjoy this thought-provoking report,
and we invite you to contact us to discuss the
findings in more detail.
Pilar De Miguel
Partner
Head of Digital Strategy
KPMG Lower Gulf

Marketa Simkova
Associate Partner
Head of People & Change
KPMG Lower Gulf

e: pdemiguelveira@kpmg.com
t: +971 2 401 4777

e: msimkova@kpmg.com
t: +971 4 424 8975
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Key
findings
Clear purpose

Agility is key

Values and readiness drive long-term impact

Empowered to innovate, positioned to thrive

— 7
 4% of UAE female leaders feel responsible for ensuring
that customer values are reflected in their company’s
environmental, social and governance policies

— 8
 4% see agility as the new currency of a
successful business

— 2
 4% are motivated by the prospect of enabling longterm success
— 5
 0% are inspired by the potential to make a positive
impact in the world
 6% see modernizing the workforce as their company‘s
— 4
best strategy for future readiness

4

— 1
 00% see the need to improve innovation processes
and execution
 4% want to collaborate with innovative start-ups
— 2
to pursue growth

Anticipating growth

Enabling advancement

An employee-centric approach drives change

Female leaders are addressing diversity
challenges head-on

— 78% are optimistic about growth of their own company,
yet only 40% are optimistic regarding the global
economy
— 62% expect headcount growth in the next three years
— 68% are prioritizing investment in developing workforce
skills and capabilities rather than in new technology

— 5
 2% believe they will make their next career move
within their current company
— 5
 6% have encountered or continue to encounter
gender discrimination or stereotyping in their daily
work lives
— 7
 2% believe that change management in the work
environment and business structures is the most
important factor in the push for gender equality
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Women leaders tend to be less
optimistic – or perhaps more realistic
– about growth prospects for their
company over the next three years,
as well as for the global economy,
their country and their industry than
their male counterparts.
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Context
The objective of the second KPMG
Global Female Leaders Outlook
(GFLO) is to provide insight into
female leaders’ perspectives.
The GFLO is closely based on the
questionnaire used for the KPMG
Global CEO Outlook, which was
published by KPMG International in
May 2019 for the fifth consecutive
year. The vast majority (86%) of the
1,300 CEOs who took part in that
survey were male leaders of large
companies. Likewise, 94% of CEOs
who participated in the UAE CEO
Outlook were male.

In 2018, we saw a similar demographic split and this was
the impetus for conducting our first global female leadership
survey. Together with Management Circle, we believe it is
vital to garner the views of women in leadership positions
and/or who manage their own company on topics such as
economic and technological developments, innovation,
data use and professional development.
The project generated an astounding response in 2018:
nearly 700 global female leaders from around the world
participated. In 2019, we saw a significant jump, with
more than 1,100 women worldwide sharing their insights;
this year’s UAE report includes input from 50 UAE-based
women leaders, up from twenty-nine in 2018. The increase
in responses received has helped provide greater insight into
the views of female leaders across a range of industries.
The findings of our UAE Female Leaders Outlook highlight
several significant differences between women leaders
and their predominantly male counterparts in our UAE
CEO Outlook. For example, women leaders tend to be
less optimistic – or perhaps more realistic – about growth
prospects for their company over the next three years,
as well as for the global economy, their country and
their industry.
Further, 74% (63% of those in the CEO Outlook) feel it is
their personal responsibility to align their organization’s
environmental, social and governance policies to reflect
the values of their customers. Finally, local female leaders
are more likely to view agility and innovation as vital
components of their company’s success in the future.
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Comparison of confidence in growth prospects for
the next three years.

78%
Your company

UAE Female
Leaders Outlook

48%
Your country

UAE Female
Leaders Outlook

94%

62%
Your industry

UAE CEO Outlook

68%
UAE CEO Outlook

Global economy

91%

UAE Female
Leaders Outlook

UAE CEO Outlook

40%

63%

UAE Female
Leaders Outlook

UAE CEO Outlook

Source: KPMG Global Female Leaders Outlook 2019, KPMG Global
CEO Outlook 2019

% 0

Acting with agility is the new currency of business;
if we’re too slow, we will be bankrupt

84
63

Over the next three years, we will need to improve
our innovation processes and execution

100
68

We are struggling to link our growth strategy
with a wider societal purpose for the organization

26
48

A strong cyber risk strategy is critical to engender
trust with our key stakeholders

70
57

Our organization has a culture in which ‘fast-failing’
unsuccessful innovation initiatives are celebrated

24
63

It is my personal responsibility to ensure my
organization’s ESG policies reflect my customers’ values

74
63

100

Key
Source: KPMG Global Female Leaders Outlook 2019, KPMG Global
CEO Outlook 2019
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The world’s gender gap
It is useful to preface the survey’s results by looking at
gender parity in the global context. According to the Global
Gender Gap Report 20201, we can expect to wait nearly 100
years for the current gap to close – this estimate is based
on existing policies and statistics. In terms of workforce
participation, approximately 55% of women are employed
compared with 78% of men, and the global average for
women’s annual income is USD 11,000 compared with
USD 21,000 for men.

Female representation in the UAE
According to the same report, the UAE ranks highest with
respect to gender parity in the Gulf Cooperation Council
(GCC) region and second highest in the Middle East, North
Africa (MENA).
Figures about female representation and participation in
the UAE are generally hard to come by, although a glance
around any classroom or office in the country shows many
women are clearly looking to further their education and
career here. Although fewer seem to make it to leadership
positions, government policies promote equality in both the
public and private sectors.
For example, the UAE has one of the world’s highest adult
female literacy rates (95.8%)2 and nearly 70% of university
graduates in the UAE are women. More than half (56%)
of UAE government university graduates in science,
technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM)
are women.3

Within the UAE government, two-thirds of the workforce is
female, with 30% in leadership roles and 15% in technical
and academic roles. Nearly one-third of the Cabinet are
women, and H.H. Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al
Maktoum, Vice President and Prime Minister of the UAE
and Ruler of Dubai, has announced his intention to raise
this proportion to half. In addition, as per a directive by H. H.
Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan, President of the UAE,
Emirati women must occupy 50% of the Federal National
Council’s seats.4 The UAE also boasts the region’s first
female speaker of a national council.5
In addition, the UAE set up the Gender Balance Council in
2015 to strengthen the role of Emirati women locally and
internationally. To date, 23,000 Emirati businesswomen
run projects worth over AED 50 billion and occupy 15%
of the positions in the boards of chambers of commerce
and industry nationwide. Recent regulation from the UAE’s
Securities and Commodities Authority also requires that at
least 20% of the board of any listed company be female –
the first such requirement in the region.
The UAE aims to make great strides in promoting inclusion
of women from academia to the business world, to the
political sphere. Such policies are underscored by a general
respect for and an appreciation of the female perspective.
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Sustainability at large (governance,
environmental, social) is the key word for
future economic and financial development:
to make business models more resilient and to
attract new generation talents and customers.
And women leaders can lead the way.
Cristina Finocchi | Mahne Board Member/Board Committee Chair of listed
companies (FTSE/STAR Italia, NYSE).
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Clear
purpose
Stakeholder influence on business
strategy, largely due to new forms
of communication, is on the rise.
In addition, younger generations
will continue to drive developments
because it is they – as customers,
employees, and/or investors of the
future – who will play a decisive role
in corporate strategy development
and execution.

Values and readiness drive long-term impact
For today’s senior executives, strong values, purposeful
work and clear communication are critical elements of
leadership. Those who meet stakeholder expectations
and adjust quickly to changes in the marketplace are most
likely to succeed. Female business leaders in the UAE are
personally invested in the success of their companies and
take stakeholder concerns and expectations seriously.
Three-quarters (74%, which compares with 63% of
predominantly male UAE CEOs) feel responsible for ensuring
that corporate policies reflect their clients’ values in terms of
ESG policies. Underscoring this commitment, 44% of local
female executives (compared with 38% of local CEOs) have
no trouble linking their organization’s growth objectives to
a broader social purpose.

UAE Female Leaders Outlook
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I feel it is my personal responsibility to ensure my
ESG policies reflect the values of my customers.

We are struggling to link our growth strategy
with a wider societal purpose.

Strongly disagree
Strongly agree
Disagree
Neither agree
nor disagree

Disagree

Agree

Strongly agree

Neither agree
nor disagree
Disagree

Agree

Source: KPMG Global Female Leaders Outlook 2019

Source: KPMG Global Female Leaders Outlook 2019

For nearly all (94%) local female executives, providing a
better customer experience and brand presence means
creating seamless interaction between the middle, back
and front office. One-third (34%) identify online availability
of products and services as the best way of ensuring
customer satisfaction and bolstering medium-term growth.
Increasingly, decision making is being informed by hard
data, with three-quarters (74%) stating they could potentially
better understand their customers based on comprehensive
data analysis.

Seamless connection between front, middle and
back offices is key to the customer experience.

50%

44%

Strongly agree

Agree

Source: KPMG Global Female Leaders Outlook 2019
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6%
Neither agree
nor disagree

Does your organization intend to undertake any of
the following actions over the next three years to
help in pursuing your growth objectives? (top three)

Make products and
services available via an
online platform provider
Collaborate with
innovative start-ups
Increase investment in
disruption detection and
innovation processes

Multiple choice question

34%
24%
22%

With comprehensive data analytics tools, we
could significantly improve our understanding
of our customers.

Disagree
Strongly agree
Neither agree
nor disagree

Agree

Source: KPMG Global Female Leaders Outlook 2019

Source: KPMG Global Female Leaders Outlook 2019

As digitalization continues to expand its impact, data
protection and information security become more
central to business operations. Sixty percent of UAEbased female executives consider information security
critical to the success of their companies. Three-quarters
(76%) believe that in order to grow their company’s
consumer base, they have a responsibility to secure their
customers’ data.
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My organization views information security as a
potential source of competitive advantage.

Protecting customers’ data is key to growing our
customer base in the future.

Strongly
disagree

Disagree
Strongly agree

Strongly agree
Disagree
Neither agree
nor disagree

Agree

Neither agree
nor disagree

Agree

Source: KPMG Global Female Leaders Outlook 2019

Source: KPMG Global Female Leaders Outlook 2019

Although UAE female leaders are more optimistic about
the direction of the local economy and their company’s
performance this year, expectations regarding mediumterm headcount are down on last year. In 2019, over half
(56%) expect headcount to grow or remain the same in
the medium term, compared with 89% in 2018.

How do you expect your organization’s headcount
to change over the next three years?

4% 8% 10% 16% 24% 16% 14% 8%
Decrease
11–25%

Decrease
6–10%

Decrease
less than 5%

Source: KPMG Global Female Leaders Outlook 2019
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Stay the
same

Increase less
than 5%

Increase
between
6–10%

Increase
between
11–25%

Increase more
than 25%

With a focus on customers’ changing needs, the majority
of the UAE’s female leaders see employees as a key factor
to company success. Nearly half (46%) indicate the future
of their business can only be secured by modernizing the
workforce (i.e. adopting lean, intelligent automation skills on
demand). Consequently, 68% (63% globally) are prioritizing
investments in workforce development rather than new
technologies. What is more, 58% (49% globally) believe
the integration of artificial intelligence (AI) applications will
create more jobs than it will eliminate.

Which strategy are you most relying on to ensure
your organization is future-ready?
Modernizing
the workforce

46%

Improving customer
engagement

36%

Refining how we
value assets
(including data)

8%

Reimagining internal
functions as services

8%

Other

2%

Source: KPMG Global Female Leaders Outlook 2019

A focus on employee training not only makes good business
sense; it is also likely to contribute to a better work
environment. In fact, half of UAE-based female executives
(52%, 35% globally) believe empowering employees to
pursue training and development opportunities is the most
effective way to improve satisfaction. Almost half (48%)
of respondents believe a positive team atmosphere is
most effective in raising satisfaction, while an appreciative
leadership style ranks third (40%).
Further underscoring their commitment to internal
stakeholders, 58% view their personal leadership style as
“strategic and team focused.”

UAE Female Leaders Outlook
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Which of the following would you rate most effective
in raising employee satisfaction? (top three)

52%
48%
40%

Empowering for
next career step

Positive team
atmosphere

UAE-based female executives are more motivated to make
a positive impact on the world than their global peers (50%,
32% globally). Given increasing consumer demand for
socially conscious business practices, this may bode well for
the bottom line.
The second most popular personal motivator among UAE
women business leaders is enabling long-term business
success (24%, 34% globally).

What motivates you the most?
Making a positive
impact on the world

Appreciative
leadership style

Multiple choice question
Source: KPMG Global Female Leaders Outlook 2019

Enabling long-term
business success
Innovating and
redefining the
business model
Other

How would you describe your leadership style?

58%
Strategic
(team focused)

22%
Democratic
(participation
of all)

14%
Agile
(project focused)

6%
Hierarchic
(leader focused)

Source: KPMG Global Female Leaders Outlook 2019
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50%

24%

12%

14%

Source: KPMG Global Female Leaders Outlook 2019

I relish a challenge that forces me to grow in
new ways and stretches the limits of my ingenuity.
I come to work each day with the goal of learning,
relearning and reinventing myself in order to
not only keep up with, but thrive in, our rapidly
changing world.
Preethi Sarma | Associate Partner | Audit | KPMG Lower Gulf Limited
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Agility
is key
Empowered to innovate,
positioned to thrive
The current environment requires
decision-makers to be extremely
agile and flexible. This opinion is
shared by most (84%) of UAE
female executives who see agility
as a critical factor – a significant
increase from 2018 (62%). They
are highly attuned to the need for
agility in today’s market, not only
compared with their opinion last
year, but also compared with their
counterparts from the UAE CEO
Outlook survey (63%).
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Acting with agility is the new currency of business.
If we are too slow, we will become bankrupt.
Disagree
Strongly agree

Neither agree
nor disagree

Agree

Source: KPMG Global Female Leaders Outlook 2019

Change has always remained the only constant,
but today the rate of change is increasing
exponentially. We aim to anticipate it well in
advance and respond with urgency. This would
mean rapidly identifying sensitive external factors,
such as evolving client behavior and employee
expectations. Agile firms, those which are the
swiftest to flex and adapt, are most likely to prevail

Maryam M. Zaman | Associate Partner | Advisory | KPMG Lower Gulf Limited
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For female leaders, agility is a tool to drive impact in multiple
areas of business, including resilience. Nearly three-quarters
(72%) believe that to become resilient, it is most important
to adapt quickly to the changing business environment.
Being agile means recognizing market trends before the
competition, which is why 62% of local female leaders say
their companies have processes in place to regularly review
their business models (83% among their local CEO
Outlook counterparts).

Above all, in an uncertain business climate, a truly
resilient business is one that…
adapts quickly to the
changing business
environment

72%

protects the
core business
disrupts the market

None of the above

14%
8%

“At JLL, we envision a world where
we stop specifying gender and we
simply recognize the best leaders
and achievers. We believe in creating
environments where ideas and
ambitions can thrive, whoever they
may belong to.”
Pushpa Gowda | Managing Director | Global Technology
Engagement | JLL | USA

Overall, those who want to adapt quickly to new trends or to
be a ‘disruptor’ within their industry (52%, up from 31% in
2018) cannot do so without innovation. This is a view shared
by all respondents (100%) who believe improving innovation
processes is necessary to ensure the future growth and
success of their companies.
Indeed, 69% of UAE CEOs stated that their organization
is actively disrupting the sector in which they operate – a
significantly higher proportion than among local female
leaders.

2%
4%

Other

Rather than waiting to be disrupted by competitors,
my organization is actively disrupting our sector.
Source: KPMG Global Female Leaders Outlook 2019

We have structures in place to review our business
model and ensure it stays competitive in the face
of disruption.

Disagree

Strongly
disagree
Disagree

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Neither agree
nor disagree

Neither agree
nor disagree

Agree

Agree

Source: KPMG Global Female Leaders Outlook 2019
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Source: KPMG Global Female Leaders Outlook 2019

Over the next three years, we will need to improve
our innovation processes and execution.

52%

48%

Strongly agree

Agree

Source: KPMG Global Female Leaders Outlook 2019

The majority (84%) want employees to feel secure enough
to support innovation without fearing repercussions in
the event of failure (compared with 74% of local CEOs).
In reality, however, only 20% said that this type of culture
is present in their organization. UAE-based CEOs have a
significantly different interpretation, as 63% believe this
culture already exists.

I want my employees to feel empowered to innovate,
without worrying about negative consequences for
them if the initiative fails.
Strongly agree

40%

Agree

44%

Neither agree nor
disagree

8%

Disagree

8%

Source: KPMG Global Female Leaders Outlook 2019

Our organization has a culture in which ‘fast-failing’
unsuccessful innovation initiatives are celebrated.
Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor
disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

4%
18%
32%
34%
10%

Source: KPMG Global Female Leaders Outlook 2019
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There is one large issue in the world of nascent Artificial Intelligence:
technology scales bias based on datasets and algorithms, which were
developed (by men) without inclusion of female data. Therefore, there
are countless products and medical treatments which do not properly
mirror specifics of half of the global population. Including women has
never been as important as today, as machine learning penetrates all
areas of economy and companies of all sizes, and is engaged in all
kind of business models.
Dr. Anastassia Lauterbach | Board Member | Dun & Bradstreet/Expert on Artificial Intelligence |
Germany
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Anticipating
growth
Leaning into AI and data
Achieving growth is becoming
increasingly difficult in an uncertain
business environment; yet local
female leaders have become more
confident about growth, year on
year. The findings also show local
CEOs to be significantly more
optimistic than local female leaders.
Although 78% of UAE-based
female leaders are optimistic about
growth for their own company
(94% among UAE-based CEOs),
only 40% are confident about the
global economy. UAE CEOs do not
share this assessment, however,
exhibiting a significantly more
optimistic attitude toward the global
economy: 63% anticipate growth
over the next three years.

Growth prospects for your company

16% 62% 18% 4%
Very confident

Confident

Neutral

Not very
confident

Growth prospects for your industry

12% 50% 30% 8%
Very confident

Confident

Neutral

Not very
confident

Growth prospects for your country*

10% 38% 28% 22%
Very confident

Confident

Neutral

Not very
confident

* 2% not at all confident

Growth prospects for global economy

2% 38% 48% 12%
Very confident

Agree

Neutral

Not very
confident

Source: KPMG Global Female Leaders Outlook 2019
UAE Female Leaders Outlook
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Regarding medium-term top-line growth, female senior
executives are optimistic. Twenty percent (17% in 2018)
expect maximum growth of 1.9%, and 26% (21% in 2018)
expect growth of between 2% and 4.9%. The number of
female leaders expecting growth of more than 10% has
fallen from 31% in 2018 to 20% in 2019. On the other hand,
female leaders in the UAE are significantly more optimistic
regarding top-line revenue growth over the next three
years, than local CEOs. While only 26% of female leaders
anticipate growth lower than 2%, three times as many
(77%) of local CEOs expect this level of muted growth.

Which of the following strategies will be most
important for achieving your organization’s growth
objectives over the next three years?

40%

Organic growth

What is your organization’s outlook for top-line
revenue growth per annum over the next
three years?
Negative 2–4.9%
Stay the same

2%

24%
Strategic alliances
with third parties

22%

12%

Joint venture

M&A

2%

4%

Outsourcing
Positive 0.1–1.9%

Positive 2–4.9%
Positive 5–9.9%

Positive 10% or higher

20%

26%
28%

20%

Source: KPMG Global Female Leaders Outlook 2019

While 40% (60% globally) look to organic growth as the
best way to reach anticipated expansion, a quarter (24%,
21% globally) plan to accelerate growth through strategic
alliances and one in five (22%) through joint ventures (only
3% globally).

Source: KPMG Global Female Leaders Outlook 2019

Similar to last year, seven in ten (70%, 76% in 2018) of UAE
women leaders consider technological disruption as more of
an opportunity than a threat. Although disruption is broadly
viewed as positive, one in five (22%) see new disruptive
technologies as the greatest risk to their company’s growth,
with operational risk perceived as the second most relevant
threat (20%).

We see technological disruption as more of an
opportunity than a threat.
Disagree
Strongly agree
Neither agree
nor disagree

Agree

Source: KPMG Global Female Leaders Outlook 2019
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In line with the UAE government’s agenda, we see a growing
affinity for new technologies, with 38% of local female
leaders saying they are already using AI applications. While
only 4% of respondents expect AI applications to generate a
return on investment (ROI) over the next 12 months, almost
a third (30%) expect to see a significant ROI within one to
three years.

Which of the following best describes your
organization’s application of AI in the automation of
its processes today?
We have not implemented
any AI

50%

12%

We are piloting/trialing AI

We have begun a limited
implementation of AI

16%

We have implemented AI to
automate some processes

22%

Source: KPMG Global Female Leaders Outlook 2019

Return on AI investment: over what time period do
you expect to see a significant ROI from AI?
Within 12 months

4%

In 1–3 years

30%

In 3–5 years
In 5–10 years
In more than 10 years

14%
6%
4%

Not applicable

32%
8%

Unsure
We have already achieved
a significant ROI

2%

Source: KPMG Global Female Leaders Outlook 2019

Female executives believe in the potential of new
technologies, as underscored by their trust in computergenerated decision or data analysis models. Nearly half
(48%) of respondents rely on technology, rather than their
own experience or intuition. This figure is up slightly from
last year (45%) and is in line with findings from our 2019
UAE CEO Outlook (46%).

UAE Female Leaders Outlook
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I believe there is still the matter of pay. As I
often see, although women have started taking
up higher positions in the management team,
they are still underpaid compared to the same
roles if taken by men.
Maria Podoulaki | Group Chief Strategy and Business Operations Officer
Mellon Group of Companies | Greece
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Enabling
advancement
Female leaders are addressing
diversity challenges head-on
The business environment for
women business leaders in the
UAE has improved in recent years.
In addition, survey results indicate
that gender equality is becoming
the norm in many families. Fortyfour percent (56% globally) say that
they are on an equal footing with
their partner regarding work and
family life.

There are, however, still areas where more action is
desirable. For example, although eight in ten (80%) of
women in our survey have a career development plan and
52% expect to make their next career move within their
current company, about one-third assume they will have to
change companies to advance.

What household structure best reflects
your situation?
Both working, both
responsible for family
issues

44%

I am working, my
partner is responsible
for family issues

8%

Both working, I am
responsible for family
issues

8%

Not relevant

40%

Do you expect to be promoted by your company?

52%

14%

34%

Yes

I don’t know yet

No, I will need to
change companies

Source: KPMG Global Female Leaders Outlook 2019
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There also are obstacles regarding pay equity. Only a quarter
(26%) of local female leaders know the salary structure
in their company – a significantly smaller proportion than
among female leaders globally (41%). Twenty-six percent
of UAE-based female executives say they have not asked
to see their company’s salary structure, and 42% state that
they have no transparency regarding this information.

Do you have transparency in your company
regarding equal pay?
I don’t
know

I have never asked for
this information

Yes

Have you or do you currently encounter gender bias
or stereotyping in your day-to-day work?

44%

None of
the above

32%

Overall
behavior

28%

Communication

20%

Qualification

10%

Sexual
harassment

Multiple choice question
Source: KPMG Global Female Leaders Outlook 2019

No

Source: KPMG Global Female Leaders Outlook 2019

In terms of gender parity and equal opportunity, the UAE
paints a positive picture. Just under half (44%) of senior
female business women have not experienced any gender
stereotyping or bias; this is slightly more than their global
counterparts (42%). On the other hand, some indicate
they have had to deal with one or more forms of gender
stereotyping: general behavior (32%), communication (28%)
or professional qualifications (20%).
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Overall, over a third (36%) of UAE-based female leaders
have received more support from men than women during
their careers (52% globally), while 46% report receiving
equal support from men and women (35% globally), and
16% say they had more support from women than men
(10% globally).

Is it men or women who have given you support in
your career to this point?
46%

Equal support
More men
than women

36%

More women
than men
Do not know

16%

2%

Source: KPMG Global Female Leaders Outlook 2019

“An inclusive and diverse workplace is
one that empowers women to transcend
entrenched biases and enables them
to partake, on an equitable basis, in
decision-making and the formulation of
the organization’s strategy.”
Katerina Pagoni | Head of Anti-Money Laundering and
Sanctions | KPMG Lower Gulf Limited

Which drivers do we need to focus on in the future in
order to achieve next steps on gender equality?
Cultural*

72%

Encourage
communication**

36%

Gender-neutral
education programs
Enhance political and
legislation support
Implement rules and
guidelines for new
technologies

32%

14%

12%

* Change management in working environment and organization
business structures
**Encourage communication, information and media sectors to set up
and follow rules/guidelines regarding diversity and harassment issues
AND promote positive role models on a regular basis
Multiple choice question
Source: KPMG Global Female Leaders Outlook 2019

In terms of cultural change, almost three-quarters (72%)
of local female business leaders believe organizations
are responsible for championing gender equality and
encouraging cultural change. A third (32%) see genderneutral education and training programs as important factors
in the push for gender equality. However, only 14% of
female executives in the UAE believe that official support
programs (i.e. quotas) will help put more women into
managerial positions.

UAE Female Leaders Outlook
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Gender parity is critical to the progress of any organization.
There is a rich female talent pool that remains somewhat
untapped due to structural issues, including unconscious
bias. Gender shouldn’t be a barrier to progress. As a bank
we are committed to creating a framework that encourages
women to learn, grow and thrive. For example, with
practices like paid parental leave guaranteed across our
footprint and flexible working policies, we help working
parents to return to the workforce without sacrificing time
with their family. Our proactive trainings and hiring policies
are geared to remove any unconscious biases.
Rola Abu Manneh | CEO | Standard Chartered Bank | UAE
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In line with responses from female leaders around the
world, the majority of UAE-based respondents actively
support initiatives designed to address gender-related
challenges. For example, 58% act as mentors, while 38%
participate in the development of women’s career programs
within their company.

Are you currently involved or are you planning to
be involved in (within the next three years) the
following women’s career initiatives in
your company?
58%

Yes, as a mentor
Yes, supporting the
development of a
women’s career program

38%

Yes, supporting flexible
time programs or job
sharing

22%

No, our company is
already focused on
equality
Yes, supporting financial
equality within the
company
Yes, raising a veto
against an unfair
promotion or recruitment
No, there is a missing
cultural acceptance for
those measures in my
company

28%

18%

10%

16%

Multiple choice question
Source: KPMG Global Female Leaders Outlook 2019
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Agenda
priorities
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1

UAE female business leaders are focused
on long-term growth, incorporating internal
and external stakeholder priorities and
values. Improving business processes
through innovation and modernizing the
workforce are top priorities and perceived
as key to their company’s success.

3

They are optimistic about their own
company’s growth and two-thirds
anticipate an increase in headcount over
the next three years. In terms of outlay to
spur growth, the majority are prioritizing
investments in people over technology.

2
4

They increasingly believe agility and
innovation will secure their company’s
future. To this end, female leaders in the
UAE feel strongly that a ‘fast-failing’ culture
is an imperative. However, the majority
feel this is lacking in their current work
environment.

The role of women in business has evolved
significantly in the UAE. Nearly a half of
senior female businesswomen have not
experienced any gender stereotyping or
bias (a higher proportion than their global
counterparts). There is still opportunity for
improvement and nearly three-quarters
believe change must come from within:
the business must shift organizational
culture. Many are also taking personal
responsibility, supporting other women
in business as mentors or through
other means.

Methodology
A total of 1,124 female executives from 52 nations and territories, and
across a wide range of sectors, took part in the KPMG Global Female
Leaders Outlook 2019. Fifty female leaders in the United Arab Emirates
participated.
Forty-two percent of UAE-based participants hold senior management
positions, such as CEO, chairwoman or C-level executive. The remaining
58% comprised vice presidents, heads of department/business units
and founders. Forty-four percent work for a company with revenues in
excess of USD 500 million.
The survey was carried out as an online questionnaire and was
completed anonymously. Approximately 50% of the questions asked
were identical to those in the KPMG Global CEO Outlook 2019.
Management Circle, WomenCorporateDirectors Foundation and KPMG
International shared the survey link with select female leaders around
the world. In some countries, social media was used to contact specific
women in leadership positions.
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About KPMG
Lower Gulf
KPMG Lower Gulf Limited provides audit, tax and advisory
services to a broad range of domestic and international
clients across all sectors of business and the economy.
We work closely with our clients, assisting them to
mitigate risks and highlight opportunities.
Established in 1973, KPMG Lower Gulf now consists of
approximately 1,300 staff members, including approximately
100 partners and directors, across Oman and the UAE.
KPMG is widely represented in the Middle East and also
has offices in Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Qatar, Egypt, Kuwait,
Jordan and the Lebanon. As well as having many of the
region’s leading organizations and government-related
entities as its clients, KPMG in the Lower Gulf has been
party to numerous milestone engagements in the
Middle East.
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